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Thrusts and reactions of water jets issuing through small orifices and thin slots were measured and
compared with the predictions from numerical solutions of the Navier‑Stokes equations. Reasonable
agreements were obtained between the experimental and numerical results for orifices and slots with
openings of the order of 1 mm size, but not with those of 10 [xm or less. The experimental results
were found to be well below the predictions for apertures of the order of 10 fim. The difference
between the numerically calculated and the measured thrusts/reactions for the small apertures was
found to be proportional to the square of the mean velocity. Several possible causes for the observed
reduction in jet thrust/reaction in small apertures were examined, but none of them could adequately
explain the且ow anomaly. ㊨ 2007 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2723642]

I. INTRODUCTION

that the excess pressure drop in orifice flow increased mark‑
edly when the orifice diameter was less than 50 fim. The

In recent years, much attention has been丘)cused on the

increase in the excess pressure drop could not be explained

flow through microchannels in experiments of chemical and

from the numerical solution of the Navier‑Stokes equation.

biochemical processes. A microchannel is usually denned as
a channel of scale less than 1 mm. There have been numer‑

They have raised the question on the applicability of the

ous experimental investigations for this type of 且ow in the

measuredthetotalpressuredropsofwaterflowthroughmi‑

literature. Oliver and McSporranトinsisted that the jet thrust

cromachinedparticlefilters.Theirexperimentalresultscom‑
paredreasonablywellwithnumericalsimulations.Malaand
Limeasuredflowratesandpressuredropsforwaterflowing
throughmicrotubesandfoundthattheexperimentalresults
departedsignificantlyfromtheoreticalpredictions.Janssens‑
MaenhoutandSchulenbergusedtheconceptofdiffusive
electricaldoublelayerstoexplaintheincreaseinpressure
drop,butthepredictedincreasewasfarremovedfromthe

method could be used to detect small且uid elasticity due to
the high strain rates generated in such a flow. Measurements
of the jet thrust of water and organic liquids issuing from a
capillary into an air environment were found to be smaller
than those predicted from Poiseuille now. They concluded
that even water and low molecular weight organic liquids
could exhibit elastic properties at certain strain rates. How‑
ever, their correction for the surface tension has been open to
4

debate. Hasegawa examined the jet reaction of a water jet
issuing丘om a capillary tube into a vessel containing water,
and found similar results to those obtained by Oliver and

Navier‑Stokes equations in small channe用ows. Hsiai et al.

experimentalvalue.Ontheotherhand,HerwigandHausner
insistedthattheunusualresultscouldbeexplainedbycon‑
ventional且uidmechanics,althoughthiswascriticallychal‑
lengedbyGad‑el‑Hak.10Gad‑el‑Haklalsoreviewedanum‑

McSporran. The results were used to estimate the elastic

berofcontradictoryexperimentalresultsofliquid且owin

stress of water in shear now. These pioneered works have not

microdevices.Itappearsthatthe且owbehaviorofliquidsin
microchannelsremainsunclear.Perhapsusingamorerigor‑
ousnon‑Newtonianrheologicalmodelintheequationofmo‑
tionmayprovideananswertotheobservedanomalous
behavior.
Inthepresentstudy,jetreactionandjetthrustexpen‑
mentsarecarriedoutusingvariousNewtonianliquids且ow‑
ingthroughsmallorificesandthinslots.Theresultsarecom‑

been accepted widely due to the diversity of experimental

data and the controversy of results. More recently, Hasegawa
et al. measured pressure drops for water flowing through
small orifices ranging from 1.0 mm to 10 /urn. They found
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II. EXPERIMENT

FIG. 3. Explanatory 6gures of the experimental apparatus for the jet thrust
method, (a) Measuring principle, (b) Schema of the setup in experiments.

A. Jet reaction method
The jet reaction apparatus utilized the torsion of a tube to
measure the reaction of the jet (TM) issuing from an orifice or
a slot, which was attached at the end of the且ow channel.

B. Jet thrust method

Figure 1 is a conceptual representation of the flow channel

Another experimental method was adopted丘)r measur‑

immersed in the liquid vessel as used in the experiment. The

ing the jet thrust. The apparatus is schematically shown in

measured force is termed the jet reaction or simply the reac‑

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Ajet of water was issued from the aper‑

tion. The schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in

tures into a cup, which was immersed in a vessel filled with

Fig. 2(a). Test fluid was supplied with a syringe pump, and

water. Since the opening area of the cup is much larger than

且owed through a torsion tube, a turning center, and a brass

the cross‑sectional area of the jet, the momentum flux flow‑

tube, then ejected as a liquid jet from the orifice or slot

ing out of the cup can be neglected relative to the momentum

attached to the end of the且ow channel into the liquid in a

of the jet. The force measured by this method (TM) is called

vessel. Smaller jet reactions on the torsion tube were de‑

the jet thrust or simply the thrust. The cup was suspended by

tected with a laser displacement sensor installed against the

strings connected to an electric balance for measuring the

re且ection arm, as shown in Fig. 2(a), whereas larger jet re‑
actions were measured with a load cell connected to the end

force Tm‑ The cup was made of a material only marginally

of the brass tube. The position of the load cell was adjusted

ing on the balance.

heavier than water, in order to lessen the extra weight work‑

to ensure that there was no torsion experienced in the torsion

The validity of this apparatus was experimentally con‑

tube (the so‑called zero method), as shown in Fig. 2(b). It

丘rmed by comparison with the theoretical predictions. As

was confirmed that both measuring techniques gave the same

shown in Fig. 4, the dimensionless thrust TMIpQV (where p

degree of accuracy for intermediate values of jet reaction.

is the density, Q is the且ow rate, V is the mean velocity) is

The outputs of the load cell and the laser displacement sen‑

independent of the distance h between the aperture and the

sor were connected to a PC with an AノD converter. The

bottom of the cup and agrees with the theoretical value of

whole measunng system was enclosed in a box to protect
against wind disturbance.
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FIG. 4. Dimensionless measured thrust {TMIpQV) vs Reynolds number
(Re=vy/v) for tube盈ows. A solid line shows the value (1.33) of Poiseuille

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus, (a) Measurement
by torsion, (b) Measurement by load cell.

flow, h represents the distance between the tube tip and the cup bottom. The
tube diameter is 1.2 mm.
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FIG. 5. Details of the pores used.

A

FIG. 6. The con且guration used for numerical analysis. Bx is the upstream
width and B2 is the downstream width of the channel. S'is a part of the
control surface that coincides with the end surface of the downstream chan‑

1.33 as predicted from the Poiseuille flow, almost indepen‑

nel. In the present apparatus, the upstream channel is 25 mm wide, and the
vessel is 220 mm wide.

dent of Reynolds number Re(=Vd/v) (where d is the tube
diameter and v is the kinematic viscosity).

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
C. Apertures and liquids

The finite element method was used for numerical analy‑
The small apertures used in this study consisted of stain‑
less steel orifice plates of diameter 1.2 to 0.50 mm and thick‑
ness 50 /mm; 55 600 pores of diameter 4.9 /xm regularly
spaced on a thin, circular nickel disk with a diameter of
8 mm and a thickness of ll /mm [Fig. 5(a)j; regular arrays of
35.0 /mm hexagonal pores [Fig. 5(b)] on a 40 /xm thick
nickel sheet; and a screen mesh of polyester fabric丘ber with
a width of 46 /xm having square openings of 49×49 /urn
[Fig. 5(c)]. In addition, a set of stainless steel slots, consist‑
ing of slots of24, 131, 292 /urn wide and 200 ｣tm thick slots,
and 16 and 971 /nm wide and 300 yarn thick slots, was also
used in the experiment. All slots were 20 mm in length. The
larger orifices of diameter 1.2 to 0.5 mm, and all of the slots
used were straight drilled or cut holes of normal wedge
angle. The 4.9 yam pores and 35 fim hexagonal pores had
round corners. In addition, the貢ber fabric consisted of the

sis of Newtonian且uids, in which velocities and pressures
were expressed with interpolation functions in finite ele‑
ments. The Galarkin method was adopted to obtain the dis‑
cretized ordinary differential equations, which were solved
using the Newton‑Raphson method. A mixed method was
used to solve the pressure field. Both velocity and pressure
were assumed to be continuous at the boundary of the ele‑
ments. The analysis was carried out using a commercial soft‑
ware package FIDAP of Fluid Dynamics International, Inc.
Figure 6 shows the model flow channel used for the
numerical analysis. The upstream and downstream widths
are represented by symbols Bl and B2, respectively. The
following boundary conditions are assumed: (a) Poiseuille
now existed at the inlet boundary, (b) the pressure and the
velocity in the r direction are zero at the outlet boundary, (c)
the ㍗ component of the velocity is zero on the center line, and

squares was partitioned by four threads of diameter 46 〃m
and had round inlets. Dimensions of pores were measured by
using digital microscope.
The test liquids used were water, silicon oil, liquid par‑

(d) all velocities are zero at the wall (no slip). Figure 7 shows
the three different configurations used in numerical calcula‑
tions. Figure 7(a) represents Case 1, in which the fluid flows
through an orifice of diameter d or a slot of width o on a

affin, and an aqueous KCl solution. Special attention was
paid to maintain the purity of the water且owing through
small pores. All test water was distilled, deionized, and nl‑
tered before the jet reaction/thrust experiments. The flow rate
was accurately measured by adjusting the dial of the syringe
pump, where calibration had been made beforehand between
the dial and the flow rate obtained by weighing the liquid
discharged over a given time period. The pump output was
repeatedly checked丘)r leakage, because it was generally op‑
erated at high pressure in order to丘)rce the liquid through
the small orifices and slots.
In the preliminary test, colored water was used for visu‑
alization of the water jet issuing from the slot exit into a
water bath. Proper setting of slots was confirmed when the
observed colored jet stream was straight. Fluctuations were
often observed in the outputs of jet reaction. Overall, a 10%
error was estimated in the measurements of reaction forces

FIG. 7. Details of orifice or slot setting to the base plate (part A in Fig. 6).
(a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, and (c) Case 3. d and b are the orifice diameter and
slot width, respectively, S is the surface area of the hole opened at the
downstream side, D and B are the larger hole diameter and slot width,
respectively

at

the

downstream

side

(D=

1O

mm

for

the

0.5

to

1.2

mm

on一

負ces or 1 mm for the pores and fiber fabric, and.8=4 mm for the slots). The
thickness t is 50 /xm for the larger orifices, 0.2 or 0.3 mm for slots, ll yum

for smaller apertures. This magnitude of error, however, was

for the membrane of circular pores, and 40 fxm for the membrane of hex‑

found to have no significant effect on the貢nal result.

agonal pores.
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FIG. 8. Velocity profiles calculated at the exit of an or抗ce.

plateofthicknesst;Fig.7(b)showsthatanorificeoraslotis
attachedoveralargerholeofdiameterDorawiderslotof
widthβdrilledintothebaseplate,respectively(Case2);and
Case3isthemirrorimageofCase2,inwhichthefluidis
flowingintheoppositedirection[Fig.7(c)j.Althoughall
threecaseswereconsideredinthenumericalanalysis,now
experimentswerecarriedoutonlyinorificesand/orslots
arrangedineitherCase2or3.Thedottedlinesonthefigures
representapartofthecontrolsurfaceusedforthecalculation
ofjetreaction.
ThecalculatedreactionorthrustTNforNewtonianfluids

FIG. 9. Ratios of each term in the RHS ofEq. (1). (a) Orifice且ows and (b)
slot nows.

isobtainedbyapplyingthemomentumbalanceonthecon‑
trolsurfaceas
･N‑p¥v2dA+¥pdA‑2fx¥
JsJs'Js'慧dA,(1)
wherevisthelocalvelocityintheflowdirection(xcompo‑
nent)normaltotheexitplane;Sistheopeningareaofthe
orificeorslot(Cases1and3)ortheareaofthelargerholeor
slotinCase2;Sistheentiresurfaceontheright‑handside
(RHS)ofthecontrolsurfaceincludingS,andpisthepres‑
sureatanypositiononS.ThelasttermontheRHSofEq.
(1)representsthenormal丘)rceduetothe且uidnormalstress,
whichisequaltoljxdvl動forNewtonian且mds.

contribution of the viscous momentum flux is negligible
compared to the other two terms. The predicted reactionノ
thrust TN is compared with the measured TM.
It is thought that the jet reaction may be affected by
several geometric aspect ratios, such as β1/β, β2/β, and
Did, in Cases (1), (2), and (3). However, the numerical so‑
lution reveals that the geometric ratios B^ld and B2/d over
the range 25 ≦BJd≦625 and 220≦B2/d≦5500 have little
effect on the reaction, but TN is affected by the thickness
ratio tld, as seen in Figs. 10(a)‑l and 10(a)‑2, and the cal‑
culated reaction decreases with increasing thickness ratio or
decreasing pore size.
The mesh size used for the丘nite element calculation

IV.RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

may also affect the predicted reaction. In order to capture the

A.Numericalresults

high elongation of nuid elements near the exit corner, it may

Figure8presentsthecalculatedvelocityprofile(u/V)
againsttheradialposition{rid)attheexitplaneofanor抗ce

be necessary to use a finer mesh size in the corner region.

havingathicknessratiot/d=0.05,atdifferentReynolds
numbers.Itisseenthatthedimensionlessmaximumvelocity
atthecenterlinedecreasesasReynoldsnumberincreases,
andaconcave‑typevelocitypro貢Ieinthecentralregionis
predictedatReynoldsnumbersgreaterthan100.Further‑
more,areverseflownearthewallregionisobservedathigh
Reynoldsnumberabove500.Thiskindofconcavevelocity
profilehasbeenreportedintheliterature.'
Figures9(a)and9(b)showtherelativemagnitudesof
variousmomentumfluxorforcetermsinEq.(1)fororifice
andslot且ows,respectively.Whiletheconvectivemomen‑
tum飢ixtermisnearlyconstantovertheentireRerangefor
bothorificeandslotnows,thepressuretermisnegativeat
lowRe,andapproacheszerowhenRe>50inslot且ow,but
ispositivewhenReexceeds100inorificeflow.Finally,the

However, numerical solutions obtained using both coarse
and fine mesh sizes indicate no discernible difference in the
calculated reactions over a wide range of Reynolds number
except at low Re. At Re<30, the prediction from the fine‑
mesh solution is about lO% higher than the coarse‑mesh so‑
lution. Since most of the experiments were conducted in the
high Re range, the coarse‑mesh solution was deemed to be
accurate enough for comparison purposes.
B. Experimental results
Experimental results of reactionノthrust are presented in

the form of the dimensionless reaction/thrust force TMI PQV
versus Reynolds number Re in Fig. 10. For comparison pur‑
poses, the numerically calculated jet reaction force TN, is
also included in the丘gure. As shown in Figs. 10(a)‑l and
10(a)‑2, the measured reactions for various Newtonian liq‑
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FIG. 10. Dimensionless reactions/thrusts obtained by experiments (keys) and numerical analysis (lines), (a) Reactions: Orifice且ows: (1) Larger orifices, (2)
Larger orifices, smaller pores, and丘ber fabric for water, (b) Thrusts: Single and multiple orifices of the common diameter 0.5 mm. (c) Slot flows for water.
The liquids used are water, liquid paraffin (p=860 kg/m3, v=%l X IO一m2/s), silicon oil (p=955 kg/m3,匹30 × 10

m /s). The temperature ranges from

17to23‑C.

uids agree well with the numerical predictions for larger ori‑

actions are nearly independent of Reynolds number up to

負ces (of diameters greater than 0.50 mm), but TM are signifl‑

Re‑200 for the smaller pores, having a value of close to

cantly lower than TN for smaller aperture orifices (of zero for the 4.9 /mm pores, 0.2 and 0.6 for the 35 /n誓mem‑
diameter less than 50 /urn). The measured dimensionless re‑

brane and the 49 /xm fabric, respectively. It was initially
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FIG. 12. Calculated dimensionless elongational rates on the center line, x is
the distance measured from the entrance of the aperture, (a) Or沌ce flows.
(b) Slo用ows.

FIG. ll. Comparison between the reaction method and the thrust method.
(a) Hexagonal pores and fiber fabric, (b) Slots.

C. Correlations of experimental results
thought that the large discrepancy between the experimental

Attempts were made if any correlation existed between

and the predicted reactions for smaller pores could be due to
the inaccuracy in data collection and the analytical tech‑
niques used in the experiments. The experimental uncertain‑
ties were evaluated by repeating the jet thrust experiments
using a single orifice and multiple orifices of the same diam‑
eter (0.5 mm), as indicated by the hollow and solid circles,
respectively, in Fig. 10(b). The multiple orifices consisted of
20 holes of 0.5 mm diameter and the an｢ay of the holes mim‑

the rate of reduction in thrust, de負ned竺s RRT=(rA
‑TM)IA, and the elongational rate or the velocity. The elon‑
gational rate can be estimated along the center line of the
channel丘om the predicted velocity profile, as shown in Figs.
12(a) and 12(b) for the orifice (t/d=0.05) and the slot (t/b
=0.3), respectively. The maximum elongational rates for on‑
fices and slots are found to be
V
= 1.75‑
∂

ics the hexagonal pores (see Fig. 5). In both cases, the mea‑
sured thrusts agree well with the numerical predictions.
Therefore, any experimental errors due to the use of multiple
holes for smaller ori丘ces are negligible.
Figure 10(c) shows the dimensionless reaction for slot
flows as a function of Reynolds number (Re=Vb/v) ob‑

(2a)

and
1/

=1.0云･

(2b)

tained for Case 3. As in the case for or沌ce flow, reasonable
agreements between the measured and predicted reactions

The axial elongational rate at the centerline varies rapidly

are obtained for the larger slots (971 /mm and 500 //in), but

from its maximum at the entrance to zero at the exit plane of

not for the smaller slots. The difference between TM and Th

the orifice or slot. Since it was not possible to determine the

appears to increase with decreasing slot size.
Figures ll(a) and ll(b) show the experimental results
obtained by both the reaction and the thrust methods for the
hexagonal pores and the fiber fabric, and for the smaller slot,
respectively. It is seen that the two methods yield almost
identical results. For brevity, the term "thrust" refers to either
"reaction" or "thrust" results hereafter. Figure l l(b) also re‑
veals that the experimental values are significantly lower
than the predicted values for the smaller slot. As seen from
these丘gures, reproducibility of the data was fairly good.
In summary, the measured jet reactions or thrusts were
found to agree reasonably well with the predicted values for
apertures of the order of 1 mm size, but deviated consider‑
ably for smaller apertures of the order of 10 /xm size.

variation of elongational rate in such complicated flow丘elds
(see also Fig. 8), the maximum elongational rates calculated
from Eqs. (2a) and (2b) were used for the correlation of
experimental results. Figure 1 3 shows a plot of RRT against
en or 〜 for the orifice and slot flows. Separate straight lines
were obtained for different sizes of pore (orifice) and slot,
suggesting that such a correlation does not exist.
Figure 14 shows a plot of RRT against the mean velocity
V through the aperture for all experimental results obtained
with water in orifice and slot 白ows. Except for those data
obtained in the larger slots (≡ 131 /xm), a unique correlation
appears to exist between RRT and V. The slope of the
straight line is approximated to be 2, suggesting that RRT is
proportional to v2.
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FIG. 15. Reactions of water and KCl 10‑2 kmol/m3 aqueous solution. Slot
width is 28 /am.
10
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FIG. 13. Rate of reduction in thrust [RRT=(㍍六㌦)ノA] vs the maximum

case with wall slip would be smaller than the one without the

elongational rates around the inlet (e｡ for ori丘ce flows or es for slot flows),

wall slip. However, even allowing for slip且ow, the maxi‑

where TN is the predicted reaction or thrust for Newtonian且uids, TM is the

mum reduction in the reaction force would only be about

measured reaction or thrust, A is the cross‑sectional area of the apertures,

0.33pQV. This estimate is based on the difference of momen‑

and e｡= ¥.15Vld, and es= l.OV/b.

tum nux between a flat velocity profile for a complete slip
flow and a parabolic profile for no‑slip flow. In reality, the

D. Factors affecting the jet thrust measurements

measured velocity pro丘Ie for slip且ow is far from being to‑
tally flat as assumed above. ' Hence, boundary slip, even if

It is clear丘om the experimental evidence presented
above that there exists an anomalous flow behavior in micro‑
channel且ow with apertures of the order of 10 /am. Several
factors that could cause this anomalous且ow behavior are

it had occurred in the present且ow system, would not be a
main factor for the large decrease in the measured jet
re ac ti on/thru st.

considered below.
2. Electroviscous effect

1. Boundary slip
It has been reported that when a liquid is forced

Recently, many researchers have focused their studies,

through a microchannel by a hydrostatic pressure, the net

both theoretically and experimentally, on the且ow of liquids

charges carried by the flow outside the electrical double layer

near the solid interface, in particular, the boundary slip ex‑

may induce a streaming potential. This streaming potential

hibited by Newtonian liquids at the solid surface. If bound‑
ary slip were to occur in the present且ow systems, causing a
reduction in pressure drop, the jet reaction measured丘)r the

causes the且ow in the opposite direction to the pressure‑
dnven且ow, resulting in a smaller net driving force. This is
the so‑called electroviscous effect. In order to assess the con‑
tribution of electroviscous effect, the jet reaction experiment

was repeated using a 10 2 M KCl aqueous solution. Li has
obtained the lowest pressure gradient for the same concen‑
tration of KCl solution. The present results shown in Fig. 15
indicate that there is a small reduction in the measured reac‑
tion for the KCl solution as compared to pure water, but not
to the extent of the discrepancy between the measured and
predicted reactions in microchannel flow.

3. Fluid inertia
It has been shown in the preceding section that RRT is
approximately proportional to the square of the mean veloc‑
lty. This suggests that fluid inertia due to the change of ve‑
locity profile of the jet stream may play a role for the ob‑
served flow anomaly. It is assumed that the local velocity v
varies from the mean velocity V by some function of radial
position γ,

10‑
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FIG. 14. RRT vs the velocity V for all the data in the present expenment.
Dotted line is drawn so as to fit the experimental data.

v = V+f(r),

(3)

where f(r) can be either positive or negative. The condition
of continuity implies that
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D. R. Oliver, "The expansion/contraction behavior of laminar liquid jets,

f(r)rdr = O.

(4)

Jo
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2D. R. Oliver and W. McSporran, "The expansion/contraction phenomenon
in plane and circular jets," in Deformation and Flow in High Polymer

In orifice flows, the momentum flux M becomes

M=pQV+2irp

Pxu

frdr.

(5)

Since the second term on the RHS ofEq. (5) is positive, the
resulting momentum flux for the case of variable velocity
pro丘Ie is always larger than PQV, or the momentum flux for
the case of a flat velocity profile. In this case, the resulting
reaction/thrust should be larger instead of smaller as indi‑
cated from the contribution of the丘rst term on the RHS of
Eq. (1). Therefore, the momentum flux caused by fluid mer‑
tia due to the variation of velocity pro丘Ie cannot explain the

present experimental result in microchanne用ows.
V. CONCLUD削G REMARKS
The reaction and thrust of water and some low molecular
weight organic liquid jets flowing out of microsized orifices
or slots were measured. The measured reactions/thrusts were
found to deviate considerably and were much smaller than
the numerical predictions from the Navier‑Stokes equation
for very small opening orifices and slots (<50 /mm). Several
factors including boundary slip, electroviscous and inertial
effects that could in且uence the reduction in jet thrust in mi‑
croaperture flows were considered in detail. However, they
were found to be inappropriate to explain the flow anomaly.
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